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1. My .................... is really heavy! rd love to take it off and rest for a bit. 

A suitcase B backpack Cluggage D wallet 

2. We had a great flight - the plane .................. on time and we landed 20 minutes early! 


A took up B got off e took off Dtook down 

3. The voter fills out the ............... at a nearby table and then places it in the box 
on the observer's table. 

A ballot B candidate e electoral D suffrage 

4. The report seems to ............... that a stiff resistance by the insurgents is to be 
expected. 

A present B provoke e predict D preserve 

S ................ parents would want to see their children be educated in a least 
restrictive environment. 

A Vigorous B lncompetent C Extravagant D Permissive 

6. There was no trace of poison in the coffee the chemist analyzed, which 
disappointed the police. (Choose the best synonym) 

A indication B taste C color Dsediment 

7. Sorne plants thrive if you transplant them from indoors to the garden 
in the hot weather. (Choose the best synonym) 

A transfer B substitute C trade D dig 

8. Scientists have long discovered that emotions trigger physiological 
reactions- and vice versa. (Choose the best synonym) 

A blunt B activate C encounter D obscure 

9. A quiet moment, spent alone, often takes one out of turmoil of a 
stressful situation. (Choose the best synonym) 

A tranquility B peace e chaos D inspiration 



10. Nearsightedness is a defect of sight in which distant objects that should 
be seen clearly are unclear. (Choose the best synonym) 

A marred B unrecognizable C invisible D blurred 

11. Sandy is still touchy on this subject; be careful not to mention the matter 
to her. (Choose the best synonym) 

A handy B sensitive C manual D ill-mannered 

12. She is quite an unlikely candidate for the position. (Choose the best synonym) 

A amicable B admirable C improbable D unqualified 

13. The alien spacecraft hovered over the cornfield for a while, and then 
it vanished, never to be sighted again. (Choose the best synonym) 

A landed B disappeared e attacked D rose 

14. These results seem to •.............. that vitamin B12 supplementation 
may work wonders for the brain. 

A define B imply e ref er D infer 

15. He was ............... from service for his insistent disobedience. 

A distorted B sacrificed C dismissed D blackened 

16. Listen, young man. 1will not repeat myself. l'm going to ask you a simple 
question, and 1want a(n) ............... answer from you. 

A reluctant B obstinate e straight D stubborn 

17. Every substance has a melting point anda boiling point. The former is 
the temperature at which it changes from salid to liquid. 
The is the temperature at which it changes. from liquid to gas. 

A later B latest e last D latter 

18. The police have started to ............... the case, but they don't expect 
any quick results. 

A research B seek C investigate D search 



19. But first, we must try and ............... the patient's blood pressure. 

A produce B purify C nurse D reduce 

20. Dirt has begun to ................... again on the v~indo~vsH!s,, 


A demonstrate B decay and rot C deteriorate D accumulate 

21. All applicants are ............... to fill in this form before proceeding to see 
Mr Headmaster. 

A approved B attributed C indicated D requested 

22. The traffic was moving very slowly because the highway ........... repaired. 


A would be B had been e was being D must be 


23. Hey! What are you cooking in the kitchen? lt smells ............ . 


A lovely B freshly Cwell D nicely 


24. What a clever girl ............. ! 


A you are B is she C aren't you D are you 


25. You look ..•............ you were expecting sorne bad news. 


A as though B if e really D although 


26. We don't quite know how ............... there. 


A to get B in arder to get C be able to get D can we get 


27. Seeing that his car wasn't there, 1asked them, "Has Josh ......... left? 


A been ready yet to be B a long time ago C been D already 


28. Did you really say that? You .............. out of your mind ! 


A were to have been B have had to be C must have been D should have been 


29. There weren't ............... for everyone to sit down. 


A so much seats B enough seats C many enough seats D any enough seats 




30. lt was foolish ............... your advice. 


A for her to forgotten B of her forgetting C to have been forgotten Dof her to forget 

31. lt was easy ................. . 


A forme to do B for my doing C of me doing D of me to do 


32. The letter •.............. addressed to the wrong person. lt was never received 
by its intended recipient. 

A will have been B needn't be C must have been D ought to have been 

33. 1 understand that you've sent him an e-mail message. 1 think you ............... him instead. 

A ought to have phoned B should phone C couldn't have phoned D had phoned 

34. 1 promise that 1will be here when you come back, but l'm afraid everyone 
else ..........•... by then. 

A were leaving B leave C are leaving D will have left 

35. They ............. each other for a long time before they finally decided to get 
married. 

A have known B had been knowing C were knowing D had known 

36 ............... 1999 that somebody first pointed out to the probable future problems 
this scheme would involve. 

A When it was B lt was C During D ltwas in 

37. Let's forget all about it for the time being, .............. ? 


A won't we B will we C don't we D shall we 


38. They live .................. the other side of the road. 


A in B on C for D by 


39. He isn't ................... to reach the ceiling. 


A so tall B as tall C enough tall D tall enough 




40. l've told him severa! times but he ............. doesn't understand. 


A yet B already e no longer D still 

4i. .................. did you go in the car this 111orning? 

A Howfar B How much far C How long D How much 

42 .................... of them understood him. 

A None B No one e Anyone D Someone 

43. 1 ....................... me what happened. 


A would like you tell B would like you to tell 
e would like you telling D would like that 

44 ....................... he wasn't hungry, he ate a big meal. 

A Although B In spite C Unless D Even 

45. In this series of questions, three words have the same sound but one does not. 
Choose one that does not. 

A cleared B feared C beard D heard 

46. In this series of questions, three words have the same sound but one does not. 
Choose one that does not. 

A shoes B goes C blows D knows 

47. He was a good swimmer so he ............. swim to the river bank when the boat 
sank. 

A could B might e succeeded D was able to 

48. 1 made him .............. what 1 had told him. 


A repeating B that he repeated C repeat D to repeat 


49. He ................. live in the country than in the city. 


A prefers B likes better to C had better D would rather 




50. He .................... his sister. 


A remembers me of B remembers me 
e reminds me of D reminds me 

51. In the blues means: 

A abroad B unwell C depressed D penniless 

52. To kick the bucket means: 

A To demand something 
B To pass out 
C To pass away 
D. To speak the truth plainly 

53. Her homework was a piece of cake because .... 

A The house was very quiet B She didn't do it 
e lt was so easy to do D She was hungry 
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